
VG Ethnic Flutes NI KONTAKT Sound Library, wav and nki format.
More than 330 unique samples
WAV files can be used directly in your DAW, or any other sampler plugin 
 for further editing
Set up to work with breath controllers (TEControl), wind controllers 
 (AKAI EWI, Roland Aerophone AE-10, AE-20, Pro AE-30, Yamaha WX, etc.) 
and MIDI keyboard controllersand MIDI keyboard controllers
Up to 4 velocity layers per key 
Each note was individually sampled to achieve maximum realism
Custom designed, unique GUI
VG Ethnic Flutes requires the full retail version of Kontakt 5.6.8 or later.
 Kontakt Player is not supported
Recorded sample quality: 24 bit / 48 kHz
Expressive eExpressive effects: Expression, Attack, Breath, Vibrato, Flutter, Wah
Reverb, delay, stereo control to fit the instrument in every mix
Best Balance of Natural Velocity Resolution and Data Size
Library Size: 314 MB

We uphold the philosophy of authentic sound and used Chinese bamboo flutes, 
Peruvian pan flute, Russian kalyuka, among other instruments, to create a unique, 
full of character VG Ethnic Flutes sample library. 
Instead of familiar names, we called our woodwinds based on associative images—
Desert, Breese, Jungle, Moonlight, Sakura—which will arise as soon as an instrument 
is played to inspire you to be creative.
YYou can compose a unique sound using samples of ethnic woodwinds and appreciate 
the intuitive single-click sound control from its attack to its release. 
For instance, to add an accented attack, vibrato throughout the sound, noise of air 
passing through the flute, or "Wah" or "Flutter" tongue effects, click the corresponding 
button and control it with the Modulation Wheel. And, if you play an electronic wind 
instrument such as AKAI EWI, Roland Aerophone, or Yamaha, you can control all 
effects with your breath. 
So, whether you're looking for the sound of a traditional orchestral flute or an exotic So, whether you're looking for the sound of a traditional orchestral flute or an exotic 
Chinese flute, the VG Ethnic Flutes are perfect for you.

VG Ethnic Flutes
NI Kontakt Sound Library, WAV



TIMBRE
Dark, Normal, Bright
Make the tone darker or brighter using these buttons.

CONTROL 
Keyboard, Breath buttons change performance 
modes: Playing on keyboard instrument / Playing 
with breath or wind controller (TEControl, EWI, 
Aerophone, Yamaha WX, etc.)
Set Control Change (CC) number in CC# box in 
accordance to your breath or wind controller settings. 
Normally breath controllers are set to send 
MIDI CC2, CC11 or CC7 messages types.

FLUTES  
Desert, Breeze, Jungle, 
Moonlight, Sakura
Choose a basic instrument.

Installation Notes
1. Uncompress VGEthnicFlutes_.zip using your favorite archiving utility.
2. Upload VG_EthnicFlutes_.nki instrument into Kontakt 
    from VGEthnicFlutes_  folder – drag and drop, 
    or double-click from Kontakt browser. 
3. Activation is not necessary.



Reverb ON/OFF, Delay ON/OFF and Stereo ON/OFF 
switch on/off corresponding effects. 

EFFECTS 1:
. 

EFFECTS 2:
. 

Reverb Level 
change the level of the Reverb effect.
Reverb Size 
Adjusts the size of the simulated room. 
This affects the duration of the reverb trail.
Delay Level
change the level of the Delay effect.

Delay Time
change the delay time..

Stereo spread
Collapses (counter-clockwise) or expands 
(clockwise) your signal’s stereo base.

Expression, Attack, Breath, Vibrato, Flutter, Wah ON/OFF
Switch on/off the corresponding effects.
This panel allows adding effects to your sustain samples via a fader or mod wheel 
for dynamic performances.

The following effects are available: 
Expression 
Attack (accented beginning of the sound) 
Breath (noise of air passing through the instrument) 
Vibrato 
Flutter tongue 
WWah
Set Control Change (CC) number in CC# box in accordance with your 
MIDI (Breath, Wind) controller settings.

Click here to hide animation


